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Introduction: GIDEON (Global Investigational of therapeutic DEcisions in HCC and
Of its treatment with sorafeNib) is a global, prospective, non-interventional study in
unresectable HCC (uHCC) patients (pts) receiving sorafenib. Over 3200 pts were
enrolled worldwide. The aim was to evaluate safety and efficacy of sorafenib in real life
clinical practice. Elderly pts are often underrepresented in clinical trials and thus
related data are limited. The aim of this analysis was to evaluate the tolerability and
efficacy of sorafenib in pts 70 years of age or older in the Italian cohort of the GIDEON
study.

Methods: Patients with uHCC candidates for systemic therapy in whom a decision to
treat with sorafenib was taken, were eligible for enrollment. Patient and tumor

characteristics, safety and efficacy were analyzed by age. A cut-off of ≥70 years of age
was chosen to define the elderly patient subgroup. As an observational study, all results
are descriptive in nature.

Results: In Italy, 278 pts were enrolled overall, of which 271 were valid for safety and
274 valid for efficacy analysis. Median age was 70 (44-90) years. Of the total of 278 pts,
141 were≥ 70 years. Performance status (ECOG PS 0,1,2) was 65/26/9% respectively
for the younger age subgroup and 58/35/6% respectively for the elderly subgroup. Stage
of disease (BCLC A,B,C,D) was 11/24/62/2% for the younger subgroup and 14/39/42/
1% for elderly. Macroscopic vascular invasion and extrahepatic spread was 33 and 29%
respectively in the younger age group and 19% each in the elderly. Child-Pugh class A
was present in 73% in the younger subgroup and 83% in the elderly subgroup. Median
OS was 10 (8-18) months in the younger age subgroup and 20 (12-23) months in the
elderly pts. The median TTP was also longer in the elderly group than in the younger
subgroup 7.6 and 5 months respectively. The median duration of treatment was similar
in both subgroup: 4.2 and 3.5 months respectively. The standard starting dose (400 mg
bid) was administered in 89% of the younger pts and 85% of the elderly pts. The type
and incidence of adverse events (AE) (serious and non-serious) were similar in the
younger and the elderly subgroups and in line with the known sorafenib safety profile.
The most frequent AEs were gastrointestinal (diarrhea), dermatologic (hand-foot skin
reaction/rash) and fatigue.

Conclusion: In the Italian cohort of the GIDEON study sorafenib proved to be a safe
and effective treatment option in both younger pts as well as in elderly pts. Elderly pts
had longer OS than younger pts possibly because of more advanced disease in the
younger subgroup. However due to the limitation and potential bias of an
observational non-randomized study it is not possible to attribute this difference to a
different treatment effect.
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